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POLICY
1. RCMP “E” Division Major Crime Section – BC Police Missing Persons Center is
responsible for the AMBER (America's Missing Broadcast Emergency Response)
Alert Program for both the Division RCMP and BC police agencies. All requests for
an AMBER Alert must be made through the AMBER Alert line (1-888-542-6237) and
meet the criteria and be recommended by the police service commander/designate.
1. The Amber Alert Program is administered by the RCMP “E” Division AMBER
Alert Coordinator who also provides training and consultation.
2. Approval of AMBER Alerts throughout BC will be undertaken by the RCMP
Lower Mainland District Regional Duty Officer (RDO)/designate.
2. The South Coast British Columbia Transportation Authority Police Service
(SCBCTAPS) will refer to the Jurisdictional Police Department (JPD) the request for
recommendation of an AMBER Alert in child abduction cases, unless exigent
circumstances exist.
3. SCBCTAPS will recommend an AMBER Alert in child abduction cases that meet
established criteria.
4. An AMBER Alert may only be recommended by the Watch Commander (who is the
authorized officer for the purpose of an AMBER Alert) responsible at the relevant
time.
5. Unless otherwise determined by a Deputy Chief Officer, the SCBCTAPS Manager –
Operations Communication Center (OCC) will be responsible for the AMBER Alert
liaison function and coordination with the RCMP AMBER Alert activation team. The
OCC Manager may delegate day-to-day liaison functions to an OCC Team Leader.
[See also: OB180 - Missing Persons]

REASONS FOR POLICY
6. The AMBER Alert is a tool used by police in certain child abduction cases to assist in
the search for the child and the suspect.
7. When an AMBER Alert is activated, a message is immediately broadcast on local
radio and television stations soliciting the public’s assistance.
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10. When additional personnel are in place and the SCBCTAPS OCC is in a
position to receive non-emergency AMBER Alert related calls, E-COMM will be
notified by the Watch Commander or their designate.
SCBCTAPS Media Relations Officer
17. The MRO or designate will field all inquiries from the media, and may refer specific
inquiries about the AMBER Alert Program to official RCMP AMBER Alert
spokespersons.
18. The MRO or designate will prepare, in coordination with the Watch Commander, a
communications strategy, complete with follow-up new releases, and provide
AMBER Alert Updates where necessary.
NOTE: An AMBER Alert may generate media interest for many days following
activation. SCBCTAPS will need to be prepared to accommodate a high volume of
information and public/media enquiries.
[See also: OM010 – Media Relations]
Cancellation Criteria
19. One or more of the following criteria must exist before cancelling an AMBER Alert:
FIPPA s.15 - Harm to Law Enforcement

20. An AMBER Alert may be cancelled only by the Watch Commander and only when
the cancellation criteria exist.
FIPPA s.15 - Harm to Law Enforcement

Cancellation Procedures
21. When the decision has been made to cancel the AMBER Alert, the Watch
Commander will cause the following protocol to be followed:
1. The Watch Commander will notify the AMBER Alert line FIPPA s.15 - Harm , who
will send out a cancellation through the primary activation system to all partners.
2. A CPIC message will be sent by a Communications Operator to the RCMP
Federal Operational Communication Centre FIPPA s.15 cancelling the
AMBER Alert and requesting that they disseminate the message to the FIPPA
distribution list. When the criteria exist for the cancellation, the Watch
Commander will contact the AMBER Alert line and request the cancellation.
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3. The Communications Operator(s) will notify the transit related agencies that the
AMBER Alert has been cancelled and make an office announcement over the
public address system.
AMBER Alert Review
22. Following any activation by the SCBCTAPS of an AMBER Alert, the Watch
Commander will:
1. convene a debriefing to review the handling of the case and the effectiveness of
the AMBER Alert protocol and to determine whether any adjustments are
warranted, and
2. attend any meeting convened by the RCMP AMBER Alert designate
(Coordinator can be contacted at FIPPA s.15 - ) to review the effectiveness of
the AMBER Alert protocol.
Receiving External AMBER Alert Notification
23. When the OCC receives a CPIC message from another agency activating an
AMBER Alert, the OCC will acknowledge receipt of the message by replying via
CPIC to the activating agency ORI and immediately notify the Watch Commander.
24. The OCC will be in place to receive calls relating to the alert and will take all relevant
information including caller identification and what they are reporting before telling
the caller that they are going to be transferred through to the originating JPD (as the
JPD may have more questions). The Communications Operator will send the
activating agency a CPIC with all information that has been received. The activating
agency’s authorized officer will ensure any updates are forwarded for distribution
according to the region’s protocol.
25. The Communications Operator(s) will telephone and fax the AMBER Alert
information to the parties indentified in section 16(2)(f), and then notify these
agencies upon cancellation of the AMBER Alert.
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